Extinction is a key feature of the evolutionary history of life, and assessments of extinction risk are essential for the effective protection of biodiversity. The goal in assembling this special issue of Biology Letters was to highlight problems and questions at the research frontier of extinction biology, with an emphasis on recent developments in the methodology of inferring the patterns and processes of extinction from a background of often noisy and sparse data. In selecting topics, we sought to illustrate how extinction is not simply a selfevident phenomenon, but the subject of a dynamic and quantitatively rigorous field of natural science, with practical applications to conservation.
Introduction
The Earth supports an incredibly rich diversity of life. Current estimates suggest that there are upwards of 10 million metazoan species, although fewer than a fifth have been catalogued [1] . Yet this staggering tally masks a deeper and even more spectacular reality: almost all species that have ever lived on the Earth are now extinct [2] . Extinction has been a predominant feature of the history of life, and in the modern context, is a critical scientific topic given the threat of anthropogenic global change and its effect on the viability of Earth's ecosystems [3] .
This special issue of Biology Letters focuses on problems and questions at the research frontier of extinction biology, with a particular emphasis on recent developments in methodology (i.e. inferring the patterns and processes of extinction from a background of often noisy and sparse data). In selecting topics, we sought to illustrate how extinction is the subject of a dynamic and quantitatively rigorous field of natural science, with practical applications for conservation.
The science of extinction
Unlike conservation biology, which formed from an amalgam of ecological, environmental and evolutionary strands into a coherent field of research in the 1980s, the study of species losses has remained rather dispersed, despite some concerted efforts to banner it under 'extinction biology' (e.g. [4] ). Giving extinction a unifying framework is both intellectually appealing and practically useful. For instance, understanding its general mechanisms is essential for predicting the impact of future stressors, such as anthropogenic habitat loss, climate change, invasive species or exploitation [5, 6] , on threatened biota. Indeed, deriving generalizations (e.g. identifying functional and life-history traits that predispose species to extinction due to specific causes [7] ) is critical in a 'crisis discipline' where data are sparse, many uncertainties remain, and yet decisions are urgent [8] .
Extinction biology is the science of developing theoretical, experimental and historical tests of the mechanisms and processes thought to underpin extinctions, and from this deriving general rules for protecting biodiversity. However, given the rarity of direct observations of species losses in historical times, proxy & 2017 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
information is most often used. This includes: (i) observational records of local and regional extirpations [9, 10] ; (ii) analyses of declines in abundance and geographical range [11, 12] ; (iii) models of the controls on population change [6, 13] ; (iv) inference from genetic changes or other indirect proxies [14, 15] and (v) data on historical and deep-time extinctions, including past environmental crises [7, [16] [17] [18] . When combined with robust approaches to uncertainty, this opens a richer array of questions on extinction dynamics than would be possible through the lens of contemporary species losses. In short, extinction researchers seek to link patterns of species loss to underlying processes and use this knowledge to improve forecasts of the impact of future environmental change.
Inferring extinction
An extinction event is, by definition, the absence of something [10] . This makes it a paradoxical subject to investigate, requiring a perspective on past extinctions coupled to innovative approaches for inference based on multiple lines of evidence [13, 16] . The controversies that often surround the announced loss of a high-profile species underscore both the newsworthiness of extinctions and the need for robust methods for declaring extinction [19] . From a practical perspective, robust inference is important because identifying impending or past species losses can be used to prioritize resources for biodiversity protection or guide restoration actions. A premature declaration of extinction has a cost beyond the loss of public confidence in science: it risks foreclosing conservation efforts that might save a critically endangered species. Conversely, determining that an extinction has already occurred (with reasonable reliability) has the benefit of refocusing of conservation efforts on species that still can be saved.
Extinctions in deep time
Throughout most of deep time, extinctions have occurred at a fairly constant rate, with the average lifetime of a species spanning 1-10 Myr [20] . The causes of these 'background extinctions' are difficult to determine, but plausibly include: (i) being outcompeted or predated upon by newly arriving forms; (ii) failing to adapt to long-term environmental change, and (iii) being reduced in abundance by stochastic disturbance events and subsequently failing to recover to a viable population size. However, the crucibles of extinction research in palaeontology have been the five great extinction events, when 65-95% of species were lost [21] . The two most well studied of these mass kills occurred at the end of the Cretaceous (66 Ma) and Permian (250 Ma). The scientific consensus is that the End-Cretaceous extinctions resulted from both the immediate and lingering after-effects of a collision of the Earth with a 10 km wide bolide [22] . The cause of the Permian extinction remains a topic of intense research (and debate), with candidate hypotheses including extreme volcanism, a massive dose of hypoxia driven by a release of marine clathrates or some combination of drivers [23] . Irrespective of the specific causes, these events share important commonalities: (i) they caused catastrophic loss of global biodiversity, (ii) they unfolded rapidly (at least in the context of evolutionary and geological time), (iii) taxonomically their impact was not random, and (iv) survivors were often not previously dominant clades [24] . The physiognomy of past extinction events is clearly relevant to the current biodiversity crisis, often termed the sixth extinction [3] , which might eventually rival the 'big five' in scale.
Extinction selectivity
While at first it might seem that every case of extinction is different, this would be overly simplistic. A central goal of conservation biology is to find correlates of extinction risk [25] and so determine relative vulnerability of taxa (sensu threatened species priority-based 'red lists' [11] ) and extinction synergies [26] . Raup [2] proposed that rules based on studying ancient extinctions are applicable to the present biodiversity crisis: (i) species with small populations are easy to kill, (ii) widespread and abundant species are resilient, (iii) the extinction of widespread species is favoured by a massive first strike, and (iv) the simultaneous extinction of many taxa requires stressors that cut across ecological lines. Subsequent research has made it clear that some clades suffer disproportionately greater impacts from human action than others [7, 11] , just as in the distant past the survivors of mass extinction events were taxonomically biased [12, 15] and previously subordinate taxa with fortuitous pre-adaptations favoured in the aftermath.
Themes of the special issue
In this context, this special issue of Biology Letters seeks to tackle two broad themes in extinction research:
(i) Inference of process from patterns of species losses.
Examples include deducing extinction causes and times from sighting, genetic or fossil data, improving rule-based systems for determining extinction risk, identifying drivers of declines from palaeontological and observational data, and finding commonalities among modes of extinction before people became a dominant eco-evolutionary force. (ii) Prediction, based on our understanding of mechanisms of extinction and our parametrization of models. Examples include using life-history traits as predictors of vulnerability, identifying drivers of extinctions in deep time, quantifying uncertainties in current extinction rate estimates and species-area-based forecasts, and coupling methods for assessing extinction risk based on a synergy of threats.
Although the title and organization of the Special Feature focuses on pattern/process, we see inference/prediction as an equally important duality. The featured papers include: single-and multispecies approaches; palaeontological (deep time and Quaternary) and neontological data; correlative, theoretical and mechanistic models; and retrodiction and forecasting, using data from a wide range of taxa.
This body of research, by focusing explicitly on the tools and data being applied to infer extinction patterns and processes, complements other recent compilations in special features of Biology Letters on the topic of past and present biodiversity loss and its drivers (e.g. 'Phylogeny, extinction and conservation', 'Biological diversity in a changing world' and 'Modelling the past: new generation approaches to understanding biological patterns in the fossil record'). We hope that this assemblage of interesting and thought-provoking rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org Biol. Lett. 13: 20160828 papers will serve as a repository of cutting-edge ideas and methods of substantial value to both the global change ecology and palaeontological science communities.
